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Abstract— We study the strategic interaction among vehicles
in a non-cooperative platoon coordination game. Vehicles have
predefined routes in a transportation network with a set of hubs
where vehicles can wait for other vehicles to form platoons.
Vehicles decide on their waiting times at hubs and the utility
function of each vehicle includes both the benefit from platooning
and the cost of waiting. We show that the platoon coordination
game is a potential game when the travel times are either
deterministic or stochastic, and the vehicles decide on their
waiting times at the beginning of their journeys. We also propose
two feedback solutions for the coordination problem when the
travel times are stochastic and vehicles are allowed to update
their strategies along their routes. The solutions are evaluated in a
simulation study over the Swedish road network. It is shown that
uncertainty in travel times affects the total benefit of platooning
drastically and the benefit from platooning in the system increases
significantly when utilizing feedback solutions.

Index Terms— Multi-fleet platooning, game theory, road freight
transport planning, cooperative connected systems, commercial
fleet management.

I. INTRODUCTION

VEHICLE platoon refers to a group of vehicles that drive
in a formation with small inter-vehicular distances. The

lead vehicle in a platoon, called the platoon leader, is typically
maneuvered by a human driver. The other vehicles, called the
platoon followers, automatically follow their respectively in-
front-driving vehicles. We refer the interested reader to [1]
and [2] for overviews of control designs and system architec-
tures for vehicle platooning. Platooning has the potential to
be a substantial element in the future intelligent transportation
system thanks to the following benefits:

• Decreased workload of the drivers in the follower vehi-
cles. This can potentially lead to enormous savings if the
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Fig. 1. Vehicles at hubs (nodes) in the transportation network communicate
and can decide to wait for others in order to form platoons. Vehicles that enter
a road (edges) at the same time form a platoon on that road and benefit from
platooning.

drivers can utilize their time to perform administrative
duties or if the platoon followers can be unmanned.
According to a recent estimate [3], the total cost of
ownership of trucks in the US may decrease by 10% in
the period 2022–2027 due to platooning with unmanned
followers.

• Increased road capacity and safer driving thanks to syn-
chronized driving and shared information between vehi-
cles in platoons, e.g., sharing vehicle parameters, sudden
accelerations, road conditions, surrounding traffic, etc.
Increased road capacity and safety were demonstrated in
numerical simulations in [4] and [5]. The simulation study
in [6] over the Korean transport network demonstrated
capacity improvements and decreased travel times.

• Reduced fuel consumption thanks to reduced air drag.
This was demonstrated in numerical studies in [7], [8] and
by field experiments in [9]–[11], where potential energy
savings of around 10% were reported.

Vehicles need coordination in order to meet in the trans-
portation network to form platoons. In this paper, we consider
the coordination problem illustrated in Figure 1, where vehi-
cles can wait and form platoons at certain locations, called
hubs. Examples of hubs in today’s transportation infrastructure
are freight terminals, gas stations, parking places, tolling sta-
tions and harbors. The rest time of drivers is strictly regulated
and long-distance drivers are forced to rest with a certain
regularity. Resting places are ideal hub locations since the
drivers can rest while waiting for other vehicles to platoon
with. An alternative to forming platoons at hubs is to form
platoons on the road, without stopping at hubs. Then, a platoon
can be formed if some vehicles speed up or some vehicles slow
down. The main drawback of forming platoons on the road is
that vehicles that slow down may decrease the traffic flow and
vehicles that speed up may violate the speed limits.
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Solutions to the hub-based platoon coordination problem
have been proposed in [12]–[14], where the aim was to max-
imize the total profit from platooning, assuming all vehicles
are owned by the same transportation company or vehicles
have the same objective. The authors in [12] considered the
platoon coordination problem of two vehicles with stochastic
travel times, and in [13] and [14] it was assumed that the travel
times were deterministic.

The problem of platoon coordination among competitive
transportation firms has been studied in [15], [16] and our
past research effort [17]. In [16], a socially optimal solution
was proposed that maximizes the total profit from platooning
on a common road with deterministic travel times, and the
platooning profit is distributed between the vehicles such that
vehicles have no incentive to leave their platoons. Different
from [16], we analyze in this paper the strategic behavior
of the vehicles, captured by the notion of Nash equilib-
rium (NE), on a general road network with stochastic travel
times.

Strategic platoon coordination problems wherein each vehi-
cle seeks to maximize its own profit from platooning were
considered in [15] and [17]. The solutions in [15] and [17]
are limited to one-edge graphs and tree graphs, respectively,
where vehicles have the same origin and the travel times on all
edges are deterministic. Unlike these proposals, the solution
in this paper holds for general graphs with arbitrary vehicle
routes and stochastic travel times.

Cooperative solutions to the platoon coordination problem
where vehicles slow down or speed up in order to form
platoons have been studied in [18]–[20], and [21], where
the aim was to maximize the total profit from platooning
for all vehicles. Different from these papers, we assume that
vehicles are owned by competing transportation companies
and each vehicle is interested in optimizing its individual
utility function. A review on planning strategies for platooning,
including platoon coordination, is given in [22].

For the hub-based platoon coordination problem considered
in this paper, vehicles decide how long time to wait at hubs to
maximize their individual utility functions. This is realistic if
we consider vehicles that are owned by different transportation
companies. The utility functions include both the benefit from
platooning and the cost of waiting. Vehicles have arbitrary ori-
gins and destinations in a road network with general topology.
Moreover, we consider time-varying travel times, as well as
both deterministic and stochastic travel times. Figure 2 shows
the travel time and its standard deviation on the highway
between Botkyrka to Västertorp close to Stockholm, Sweden,
for vehicles departing from Botkyrka in 5-minute intervals
between 5:00 and 11:00 a.m. The data was collected during 10
working days. According to this figure, the uncertainty of the
travel time is higher during the traffic peak period compared
with the off-peak periods. This motivates taking into account
uncertainty in travel times, especially when vehicles pass by
highways near urban regions.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

• We develop two game-theoretic models of the platoon
coordination problem. The first game is for deterministic

Fig. 2. Travel time and its standard deviation on the highway between
Botkyrka and Västertorp, Sweden.

travel times and the second game is for stochastic travel
times.

• We show that these platoon coordination games are
exact potential games and admit at least one pure Nash
equilibrium (NE). The NE is the open-loop solution to the
platoon coordination problem, both for deterministic and
stochastic travel times. In the open-loop solution, vehicles
calculate their waiting times initially and do not update
their waiting times along their journeys.

• To counter uncertain stochastic travel times, we propose
two feedback solutions to the platoon coordination prob-
lem in which vehicles can update their decisions along
their journeys.

• We perform a simulation study over the Swedish road
network to evaluate the proposed platoon coordination
solutions. The travel times on the roads in the simula-
tion are time-varying and have a stochastic time-delay
that is generated from real travel time data. Another
objective of the simulation study is to investigate the
potential benefits of non-cooperative platooning when
vehicles are owned by different transportation compa-
nies and aim to maximize their individual profits from
platooning.
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This paper is structured as follows. The platoon coordination
problem with deterministic travel times and its game formu-
lation is considered in Section II. In Section III, we consider
the problem with stochastic travel times. In Section IV, two
feedback solutions are proposed, where the actions of vehicles
are updated along with their journeys, for the stochastic setup
in Section III. We evaluate the platoon coordination solutions
in a simulation study in Section V. Finally, the conclusions
are given in Section VI.

II. PLATOON COORDINATION GAME WITH

DETERMINISTIC TRAVEL TIMES

In this section, we define the platoon coordination problem
when the vehicles’ travel times are known a priori. First,
the system model is presented, which includes the graph repre-
sentation of the road network, vehicles’ waiting times at hubs,
their departure times from the hubs, and their benefit from
platooning. Then, a game that models the platoon coordination
is presented and we show that it admits an NE.

A. Graph Representation of Road Network

We consider a road network represented by a directed graph
G = (V, E). The nodes V represent locations (hubs) where
vehicles can wait to platoon with others. The edges E represent
roads that connect the locations where vehicles can wait. Let
τ (e, t) ∈ Z+ denote the travel time on edge e ∈ E of vehicles
that enters e at time instance t ∈ Z+. The vehicles to be
coordinated are enumerated 1 to N , and the set of vehicles
is denoted N = {1, . . . , N}. Each vehicle has a fixed path
in the road network to traverse. An example of the path of
vehicle i is illustrated in Figure 3. The set of edges in the
path of vehicle i is denoted P i . The kth edge and kth node in
the path of vehicle i are denoted e(i, k) ∈ E and v(i, k) ∈ V ,
respectively. The edge e(i, k) thus connects nodes v(i, k) and
v(i, k +1). The time instance when vehicle i starts its journey
(arrives to its first node v(i, 1)) is denoted τ i

0 ∈ Z+. With a
slight abuse of notation we define τ to be the set containing
both the travel times τ (e, t), for all e ∈ E and all t ∈ Z+, and
start times τ i

0, for all i ∈ N . In our setup, time is discrete and
we assume that the time step length is small compared to the
travel times between hubs.

B. Waiting Times at Nodes

The vehicles decide to wait at nodes in order to form
platoons with others. The waiting times are the actions of the
vehicles. The waiting time of vehicle i at the node v(i, k) is
denoted wi

k ∈ Z+. The waiting times of vehicle i at the nodes
in its path is denoted wi = (wi

1, . . . , w
i
|P i |). The action space

of vehicle i is denoted by W i and is assumed to be finite due
to various restrictions such as mission deadlines or rest period
restrictions. The waiting times of all vehicles are denoted by
w, and by w−i we denote the waiting times of all vehicles
except vehicle i .

C. Departure Times at Nodes

The departure time of vehicle i from the node v(i, k) (the
kth node in its path) is denoted t i

k . The departure time of

Fig. 3. The path of vehicle i and its location as a function of time are
illustrated in (a) and (b), respectively. The waiting times at nodes (blue),
the travel times on edges (green) and the departure times at nodes (red) are
marked.

vehicle i from node v(i, 1) (its first node) is

t i
1 = τ i

0 + wi
1, (1)

where τ i
0 is the time instance when vehicle i arrives to node

v(i, 1). The departure times of vehicle i from the other nodes
in its path are recursively calculated as

t i
k+1 = wi

k+1 + t i
k + τ (e(i, k), t i

k), (2)

where τ (e(i, k), t i
k) is the travel time on edge e(i, k) if it is

entered at time instance t i
k . Note that the departure times of

vehicles from nodes depend on the elements in τ and w, that
is, the travel times on edges, the start times of vehicles, and
their waiting times at nodes. From (1) and (2), vehicle i can
calculate its departure times from all nodes in its path. The
departure times are used next to indicate which vehicles form
platoons, at which edges the platoons are formed, and when
the platoons are formed.

D. Utility Functions

If a group of vehicles departs from a node and enter the
same edge at the same time instance, then they form a platoon
and therefore benefit from platooning. The set of vehicles that
enter edge e at time instance t is denoted

C (e, t,w, τ ) = {i ∈ N |e(i, k) = e, t i
k = t}. (3)

From (1) and (2), it is seen that C (e, t,w, τ ) depends on τ
and w. The set C (e, t,w, τ ) is important since it indicates the
vehicles that start platooning on edge e at time instance t .
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The platooning reward of a vehicle that traverses an edge
e in a platoon of n vehicles is denoted by R(n, e). It only
depends on the edge and the number of vehicles in the
platoon, so the platoon members get equal rewards in our
model for simplicity. This assumption is valid if the platooning
benefit is shared equally, via transactions, within each platoon.
The platooning benefit may be, for instance, the reduced
fuel consumption and decreased workload of the drivers. The
platooning reward on each edge may depend on its length, road
gradient information, and other factors that have an impact
on the platooning benefit. The reward of each vehicle in the
platoon, which is formed at time instance t on edge e is
denoted by R(|C (e, t,w, τ ) |, e).

The utility function of each vehicle includes the platooning
reward at each edge in its path and the cost of waiting at
nodes. The utility function of vehicle i is

Ui
(
wi ,w−i , τ

)

=
|P i |∑
k=1

R
(
|C

(
e(i, k), t i

k,w, τ
)

|, e(i, k)
)

− �i (w
i ), (4)

where �i (w
i ) denotes vehicle i ’s cost of waiting at nodes.

E. Deterministic Platoon Coordination Game

We model the interaction among the vehicles by a
non-cooperative game, where each vehicle aims to maximize
its own profit. The players of the game are the vehicles
in the set N . The action of each vehicle i ∈ N is its
waiting times wi ∈ W i . The action space of the game is
W = W1 × . . . × WN , where × denotes the Cartesian
product. The platoon coordination game with deterministic
travel times is defined by the triplet Gd = (N ,W,Ud

)
,

where Ud = {Ui (wi ,w−i , τ )}i . We consider a pure NE as
the solution concept of the game.

The theory of potential games is utilized and explored later
for showing existence and computation of a pure NE. Potential
games were defined and their most important properties shown
in [23]. Congestion games, which were introduced in [24],
fall under the class of potential games. In [25] and [26],
multi-agent systems were analyzed within the framework of
potential games.

F. Existence of NE

Before we state our result on existence of pure NE, we start
by defining the notions of pure NE and exact potential games.
A pure NE of the game Gd is an action profile

◦
w∈ W such

that, for all i ∈ N and all wi ∈ W i , we have

Ui (
◦
w

i
,

◦
w

−i
, τ ) ≥ Ui (wi ,

◦
w

−i
, τ ). (5)

The game Gd is an exact potential game if there exists a
function � : W → R such that, for all i ∈ N and all
ŵi , w̌i ∈ W i and all w−i ∈ W−i , we have

�(ŵi ,w−i , τ ) − �(w̌i ,w−i , τ )

= Ui (ŵ
i ,w−i , τ ) − Ui (w̌

i ,w−i , τ ). (6)

Every finite potential game admits at least one pure NE [23].

Algorithm 1 NE Seeking Algorithm

input : Initial strategy profile, w = (w1, . . . ,wN )

output: NE,
◦
w

wold = w + �, where � �= 0
while wold �= w do

wold = w

for i ∈ N do
w = (w1, . . . ,wi−1, Bi (w−i ),wi+1, . . . ,wN )

end
end
◦
w = w

Theorem 1: The deterministic platoon coordination game
Gd is an exact potential game with potential function

�(w, τ ) =
∑

t∈Z+

∑
e∈E

r(|C (e, t,w, τ ) |, e) −
∑
i∈N

�i (w
i ), (7)

where

r(n, e) =
n∑

j=1

R( j, e), (8)

and it thus admits at least one pure NE.
Proof: See Appendix. �

G. NE Seeking Algorithm

In finite potential games, if each player updates its action
one at a time according to its best response function, the action
profile converges to a pure NE [23], [27]. The best response
function of vehicle i , given w−i , is defined as

Bi (w−i ) = arg max
wi ∈W i

U i (wi ,w−i , τ ). (9)

The best response Bi(w−i ) can simply be computed by
looping over all actions in W i . Algorithm 1 is an NE seeking
algorithm based on the best response dynamics. The algorithm
converges since the game Gd is a finite potential game. Later,
in the simulation study in Section V, Algorithm 1 is used
to find a pure NE for the vehicles. In practice, The NE of
the game can be computed by a trusted computing entity,
e.g., a cloud. In this approach, each vehicle transmits the
necessary information, e.g., its location, origin, destination,
to the computing entity via the Internet and mobile network.
The computing entity then computes the NE of the game using
the best response algorithm and informs each truck about its
NE strategy.

III. PLATOON COORDINATION GAME WITH STOCHASTIC

TRAVEL TIMES: AN OPEN-LOOP SOLUTION

In the previous section, we assumed the travel times to
be known a priori. In this section, we consider the platoon
coordination problem when travel times are stochastic. The
vehicles that form platoons and therefore vehicles’ platooning
rewards are not known initially, even if the waiting times of
vehicles are given. In this section, we first extend notations
to cover stochastic travel times and we define utility functions
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that include the expected platooning reward and waiting cost.
Then, the game that models the platoon coordination scenario
with stochastic travel times is presented and we show that it
admits a pure NE.

A. Stochastic Travel Times and Expected Utility

The stochastic travel time over edge e of vehicles that enter
it at time instance t is denoted by the stochastic variable
τ (e, t). The start time of vehicle i is denoted by the stochastic
variable τ i

0. We define τ to be the set that contains the
stochastic variables τ (e, t) and τ i

0, for all e ∈ E , t ∈ Z+ and
all i ∈ N . The realization of τ (e, t), τ i

0 and τ are denoted
by τ (e, t), τ i

0 and τ , respectively. The probability of the event
τ = τ is denoted Pr(τ = τ ). Given the event τ = τ and the
waiting times wi , the departure times at the nodes in the path
of each vehicle i are calculated by the recursions in (1) and
(2). Therefore, given the event τ = τ and waiting times w ,
the set of vehicles that form platoons are indicated by (3) and
the utility of vehicle i is given by (4). When the travel times
are stochastic, the utility function of vehicle i is defined as
Ui (wi ,w−i ) = E

[
Ui (wi ,w−i , τ )

]
, which can be written

Ui (wi ,w−i ) =
∑
τ

Pr(τ = τ )Ui (wi ,w−i , τ ),

which includes the expected platooning reward and cost of
waiting.

B. Stochastic Platoon Coordination Game

The non-cooperative game that models the interaction
among vehicles when the travel times are stochastic is
defined by the triplet Gs = (N ,W,U s), where
U s = {Ui (wi ,w−i )}i . Note that the stochastic platoon coor-
dination game Gs and the deterministic platoon coordination
game Gd differ in their utility functions, but their sets of
players and action spaces are the same.

C. Existence of NE

The notions of pure NE and exact potential games in case
of the stochastic platoon coordination game is similar to
the deterministic case. The pure NE of Gs is defined as in
Section II-E, but with Ui (wi ,w−i ) instead of Ui (wi ,w−i , τ ).
The potential game in case of stochastic travel times is
defined as in Section II-E, but with �(wi ,w−i ) instead of
�(wi ,w−i , τ ), with obvious modifications.

Theorem 2: The stochastic platoon coordination game Gs

is an exact potential game with potential function

�(w) =
∑
τ

Pr(τ = τ )�(w, τ ), (10)

where �(w, τ ) is given in (7), with τ being the deterministic
travel times and start times of the vehicles. Hence, Gs admits
at least one pure NE.

Proof: See Appendix.
�

The best response function of the game Gs can be defined
as in (9), but with Ui (wi ,w−i ) instead of Ui (wi ,w−i , τ ).
Then, Algorithm 1 can be used to find an NE. Algorithm 1 is
guaranteed to converge since Gs is a finite potential game.

IV. PLATOON COORDINATION GAME WITH STOCHASTIC

TRAVEL TIMES: A FEEDBACK SOLUTION

In this section, we propose a competitive stochastic
decision-making process model for the platoon coordina-
tion problem under stochastic travel times. As illustrated
in Figure 4, the state of each vehicle i in this model is
its location (a node or an edge) and its control input is its
waiting times. In this model, the disturbance is the uncertainty
of the stochastic travel times on the edges. Two feedback
solutions are developed for this problem, where vehicles can
update their waiting times at decision-making instances. First,
we explain the model and extend notations to cover multiple
decision-making instances. Then, the feedback solutions are
given.

A. Decision-Making Instances and Experienced Travel Time

In the feedback solution, we allow vehicles to update their
decisions, at time instances, when at least one vehicle is
located at a node. Hence, we allow vehicles to improve their
decisions based on the observed information, such as the
history of travel times and current locations of the vehicles.
The nth decision-making instance is denoted t�n ∈ Z+. Note
that decision-making instances are stochastic. The history of
travel times up to the nth decision-making instance is denoted
by the stochastic variable τ h

n and its realization is denoted
by τ h

n . The conditional probability of τ = τ , given the
history τ h

n = τ h
n , is denoted Pr(τ = τ |τ h

n = τ h
n ). Note

that the travel times in τ that has been observed up to the
decision-making instance t�n are known to the vehicles, given
the history of travel times τ h

n . Let the stochastic variable τ i
n

denote the number of time steps left until vehicle i arrives
to a node in its path, at the decision-making instance t�n . The
realization of τ i

n is denoted by τ i
n . If vehicle i is located at a

node at the decision-making instance t�n , then τ i
n = 0.

B. Decision Variables

If vehicle i is located on edge e(i, k) at a decision-making
instance, then it calculates its waiting times at its H next
nodes v(i, k + 1), . . . , v(i, k + H ). If vehicle i is located
at node v(i, k) at a decision-making instance, then it cal-
culates its waiting times at nodes v(i, k), . . . , v(i, k + H ).
The waiting time of vehicle i at node v(i, k), calculated
at the nth decision-making instance, is denoted wi

k|n . The
waiting times calculated by vehicle i , at the decision-making
instance t�n , are denoted wi

n = (wi
k+1|n , . . . , wi

k+H |n ) or
wi

n = (wi
k|n , . . . , wi

k+H |n ), depending on whether it is located
on edge e(i, k) or at node v(i, k). The waiting times of all
vehicles are denoted wn . The action space of vehicle i at the
nth decision-making instance is denoted W i

n . The action space
is updated at each decision-making instance according to the
history of actions. The action space of all vehicles, at the
decision-making instance t�n , is denoted by Wn .

Vehicles located at nodes at a decision-making instance
leave their nodes if their calculated waiting times are
zero. That is, if vehicle i is located at v(i, k) at the nth
decision-making instance, then it leaves node v(i, k) if its
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Fig. 4. A state machine illustrating the decision-making process. When
vehicle i is located at a node, it decides whether to stay at the node or leave.
If vehicle i decides to stay, it remains at the node until the next time instance
when it decides again whether to stay or leave. If vehicle i decides to leave,
it departs from the node and enters its next edge. This process is repeated for
all nodes and edges in the path of vehicle i .

calculated waiting time wi
k|n = 0. Vehicle i stays at node

v(i, k) at the nth decision-making if its calculated waiting time
wi

k|n > 0. If vehicle i stays at v(i, k), it will have a chance to
update its waiting time there since it triggers decision-making
in the next time instance.

C. Departure Times and Utility Functions

Let t i
k|n denote vehicle i ’s departure time at node v(i, k)

calculated at the nth decision-making instance. Given τ = τ
and wi

n , if vehicle i is located on edge e(i, k), then its departure
time from node v(i, k + 1) is computed as

t i
k+1|n = t�n + τ i

n + wi
k+1|n , (11)

where τ i
n is the number of time steps left until it arrives to

node v(i, k + 1). If vehicle i is located at node v(i, k + 1)
at the nth decision-making instance, then the departure time
from v(i, k + 1) is computed by equation (11) with τ i

n = 0.
The departure times from the remaining nodes are computed
as

t i
l+1|n = t i

l|n + τ (e(i, l), t i
l|n ) + wi

l+1|n , (12)

where l > k.
Given τ = τ and wi

n , the set of vehicles that enter edge e at
time instance t is denoted by Cn (e, t,wn, τ ), and if vehicle i
is located on edge e(i, j) at the nth decision-making instance,
its utility function is

Ui
n

(
wi

n,w
−i
n , τ

)

=
j+H∑

k= j+1

R
(
|Cn

(
e(i, k), t i

k|n ,wn, τ
)

|, e(i, k)
)

− �i (w
i
n),

(13)

where �i (w
i
n) is the cost of waiting for its entire trip. Here,

the dependency on the waiting times at nodes outside the
horizon is not indicated explicitly.

D. Deterministic Receding Horizon Solution

Under this solution, the vehicles compute their waiting
times at their remaining waiting nodes using the conditional
mean of the travel times on edges. The mean is rounded to
the nearest integer since the travel times are required to be
integer-valued. The conditional (rounded) mean of τ given the
experienced travel times τ h

n = τ h
n , is denoted τ̄n . The departure

times of vehicles are computed by the recursions (11) and
(12) with travel times given by τ n = τ̄n . Each vehicle
aims to maximize its own utility function Ui

n

(
wi

n,w−i
n , τ̄n

)
,

which is given in (13). The solution is an NE of the
non-cooperative game defined by Gd

n = (N ,Wn ,Ud
n

)
, where

Ud
n = {Ui

n

(
wi

n,w−i
n , τ̄n

)}i .
Corollary 1: The game Gd

n is an exact potential game and
thus admits at least one NE.

Proof: The game Gd
n is a deterministic platoon coordina-

tion game, so the result follows from Theorem 1. �

E. Stochastic Receding Horizon Solution

Under this solution, the vehicles compute their waiting
times at their remaining waiting nodes using the conditional
distribution of the stochastic travel times. Given τ = τ and
wn , the departure times at nodes of vehicles are computed
as (11) and (12), and the individual utility of vehicle i is
Ui

n

(
wi

n,w
−i
n , τ

)
, as in (13). When the travel times are stochas-

tic, each vehicle i aims to maximize its expected individual
utility, i.e.,

U i
n(wi

n,w
−i
n ) = E

[
Ui

n(wi
n,w

−i
n , τ )

∣∣∣ τ h
n = τ h

n

]
,

where the conditional probabilities of the travel times are used
to compute the expected utility. The solution is an NE of the
non-cooperative game defined by Gs

n = (N ,Wn,U s
n

)
, where

U s
n = {Ui

n

(
wi

n,w
−i
n

)}i .
Corollary 2: The game Gs

n is an exact potential game and
thus admits at least one NE.

Proof: The game Gs
n is a stochastic platoon coordination

game, so the result follows from Theorem 2. �

V. SIMULATION OF THE SWEDISH ROAD NETWORK

In this section, we perform a simulation study over the
Swedish road network to evaluate the proposed solutions of
the stochastic platoon coordination problem. After explaining
the setup of the simulation, we first study the platooning rate
and average waiting time of vehicles as a function of the
number of vehicles injected into the network. Then, we inject
vehicles into the network at two different time periods and
study the number of followers as a function of time. Finally,
we vary the waiting time budget and the platooning benefit to
see how it affects the platooning rate and the average waiting
times of vehicles.

A. Simulation Setup

We consider the graph in Figure 5 that represents the
Swedish road network. The nodes in the graph represent hubs
near cities, where vehicles can wait for others in order to
platoon. The edges represent roads that connect hubs. The
graph in Figure 5 has 34 nodes and 55 edges. The origin of
each vehicle i is drawn randomly from the set of nodes in the
road network and the probability that a node be an origin is
proportional to the population of the closest city to the node.
The areas of the nodes in Figure 5 are proportional to their
city populations. Then, the destination is drawn randomly from
the set of nodes that fulfill that the shortest path between the
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Fig. 5. Map of Sweden and the considered road network.

origin and destination is more than 300 km and less than
800 km. For the nodes that fulfill the destination criteria,
the probability that a node be a destination is also proportional
to the size of the closest city to the node. The numerical results
are obtained by Monte Carlo simulations with 50 samples.
For each sample, new origins, destinations and start times of
vehicles are randomly generated.

We consider stochastic and time-varying travel times on the
edges. Let τ (e) denote the travel time on edge e at off-peak
periods, which is assumed to be deterministic. Then, the travel
time of vehicles on edge e that enters at time instance t
is τ (e, t) = τ (e) + �(e, t), where �(e, t) is the stochastic
time-delay (in number of time steps) that occurs at peak
periods near urban areas. The time step length is 5 minutes. For
each edge e, the time-delay �(e, t) is drawn randomly from
one of the time-delays at days 1–10 in Figure 2(a), with equal
probability. In the feedback solutions, at each decision-making
instance, we compute the conditional expected utilities and
the conditional mean of the travel times by excluding the
time-delays for which trucks on links would already have
arrived at their next nodes.

We assume that leaders have zero benefits from platooning,
followers have equal benefits and the benefits are shared
equally between platoon members. The platooning reward is
defined as R(n, e) = cbl(e)(n−1)/n, where l(e) is the length
of edge e and cb is the platooning benefit per kilometer in SEK
(Swedish Krona). Furthermore, the waiting cost of vehicle i
is �i (w

i ) = ct (w
i
1 + . . . + wi

|P i |), where ct is the cost of
waiting per time step. We assume cb = 1.7 SEK/km and
ct = 22 SEK/time step. This is reasonable if the followers save
10% of fuel and their driver cost is reduced by approximately
one-third. We will also vary the platooning benefit cb to study
its impact on the overall performance.

The waiting budget of each vehicle is 20 minutes (4 time
steps) along its whole journey. That is, the initial action

space of vehicle i is W i = {wi |wi
1 + . . . + wi

|P i | ≤ 4}.
The action space of the vehicles in the feedback solutions is
updated so that vehicles do not violate their initial waiting
budget.

When the vehicles are many, the feedback solutions are slow
to compute. One reason is that many computations are required
when calculating a pure NE of many vehicles. Another reason
is that decision-making is triggered at almost every time
instance when vehicles are many. To speed up the computation
of the feedback solutions, only vehicles that would arrive at a
node within 20 minutes, if they were traveling with free-flow
speed, update their waiting times. The horizon length of the
feedback solutions is H = 2 (the two next nodes).

B. Evaluation

We compare the proposed solutions of the stochastic platoon
coordination problem with two additional cases: (1) Vehicles
do not wait at nodes, but platoon spontaneously if they enter
an edge at the same time instance, (2) vehicles have non-causal
information about their future travel times (the solution is
an NE of the deterministic platoon coordination game in
Section II). The results presented next are obtained by vehicles
randomly entering the network between 6:30 and 8:30 a.m.

The platooning rate and the average used waiting time are
shown in Figure 6. Here SRHS and DRHS denote the stochas-
tic and deterministic receding horizon solution, respectively.
The platooning rate is the ratio between the total followed
distance and the total traveled distance.

Figure 6(a) shows that the platooning rate increases with the
number of vehicles in the network. Moreover, the platooning
rate is around 5% higher for the stochastic receding horizon
solution than for the deterministic receding horizon solution
and the difference is smaller when the vehicles in the network
are many. The difference in platooning rate of the receding
horizon solutions and when the travel times on edges are
known is less than 10%. The receding horizon solutions
had a significantly higher platooning rate than when the
vehicles only planned initially and when the vehicles only
platoon spontaneously. Furthermore, Figure 6(a) shows that
non-cooperative platooning can have significant benefits on
a societal scale. For example, the feedback solutions have a
platooning rate of approximately 40% when 1000 vehicles are
considered in the Swedish transportation network. This corre-
sponds to a reduction of 4% of the overall fuel consumption
if each follower vehicle saves 10% of fuel.

Figure 6(b) shows that for all proposed solutions, the aver-
age waiting time of the vehicles increases up to a point
where it then decreases. This is because, when vehicles are
few, the vehicles have few platooning opportunities within
their time windows and it might therefore be more beneficial
to leave immediately without waiting for others, and when
vehicles are many, vehicles do not need to wait for long to
form platoons with others.

Table I shows the total utility of the vehicles when the
number of vehicles is varied. Here, KTT, IP and SP denote
known travel times, initial planning and spontaneous platoon-
ing, respectively. The table shows that the feedback solutions
obtain a higher total utility than the initial planning and the
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Fig. 6. Platooning rate and average used waiting time as a function of the
number of vehicles injected into the network. SRHS and DRHS stand for
stochastic and deterministic receding horizon solution, respectively.

TABLE I

TOTAL UTILITY [MILLION SEK]

spontaneous solution. The table also shows that the highest
total utility is achieved when the travel times are known
a priori.

C. Impact of Starting Times

In Figure 7, the number of followers during the day is shown
when the start times of vehicles are randomly distributed in

Fig. 7. Number of followers during two days with different injection periods.

the intervals 6:30–8:30 a.m. and 4:30–6:30 a.m., respectively.
In both cases, the number of vehicles is fixed to N = 1000.
The number of followers increases during the periods when
vehicles start their journeys. Figure 7(a) shows that the number
of followers is significantly higher for the feedback solutions
than for the solution where the vehicles only planned initially.
This is because, in the feedback solutions, vehicles update their
waiting times and are therefore more likely to form platoons
along their journeys. It is observed that the differences between
the solutions are much smaller when the vehicles’ start times
are before the peak period than when the vehicles’ start times
are during the peak period. This is because when vehicles start
their journeys before the peak period, platoons are formed
without being exposed to uncertainty in travel times, and
platoons remain intact during the peak period.

Figure 8 shows the platoon length distribution as a function
of time when vehicles are injected into the network in the
interval 6:30–8:30 a.m. The number of vehicles is fixed to
N = 1000 and the deterministic receding horizon is used.
The figure shows that the most common platoon lengths are
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Fig. 8. Platoon length distribution of the deterministic receding horizon.

TABLE II

PLATOONING RATE [%]

TABLE III

WAITING TIME PER VEHICLE [MINUTES]

2 and 3 vehicles and that less than 5% of the vehicles drive
in platoons of 7 vehicles or more.

D. Impact of Waiting Time Budget and Benefit From
Platooning

In Table II and III, the platooning rate and average waiting
time per vehicle are shown, respectively, when the benefit
from platooning and the waiting budget are varied. We use
three values of the platooning benefit cb. The platooning
benefit cb = 0.5 SEK/km represents the case when the
platooning benefit is only due to the reduced fuel consumption.
The platooning benefits cb = 1.7 SEK/km and cb = 4
SEK/km, represent the cases when, beyond the fuel savings,
the driver cost is reduced by approximately one-third and
the driver cost is eliminated, respectively. Moreover, the cost
of waiting is kept fixed to ct = 22 SEK/time step, 1000
vehicles were injected into the network and the deterministic
receding horizon solution was used. Table II shows that the
platooning rate increases with the platooning benefit as well as

the vehicles’ waiting budget. Table III shows that the average
waiting time per vehicle increases when the waiting budget
increases and when the platooning benefit increases.

VI. CONCLUSION

The platoon coordination problem, where vehicles can wait
at hubs in a transportation network in order to platoon with
others, was considered in this paper. The strategic interaction
among the vehicles when deciding on their waiting times at
hubs was formulated as a game. Two models were developed:
one with deterministic travel times and one with stochastic
travel times. We have shown that both games are potential
games and therefore admit at least one pure NE. The pure
NEs of the games form open-loop solutions, where vehicles
calculate their waiting times at the initial time instance. In the
case of stochastic travel times, we proposed two feedback
solutions, where vehicles update their waiting times along their
journeys.

The proposed solutions have been evaluated in a simulation
study over the Swedish road network, where the travel times
are stochastic, time-varying, and generated from real data.
It was shown in the simulation study that uncertainty in the
travel times had a large impact on the platooning rate and
the feedback solutions had a significantly higher platooning
rate than the open-loop solution. The platooning rate of the
feedback solutions was almost as high as in the case where
vehicles had ideal non-causal information of their future travel
times. Furthermore, the simulation study showed that signif-
icant benefits from platooning can be obtained at a societal
scale, even when vehicles aim to optimize their individual
profits.

We also studied the total number of platoon followers,
as a function of the time of the day, when vehicles were
injected into the network during and before the peak-period.
The number of platoon followers was much higher when the
vehicles started their journeys before the peak period, then
many platoons were formed before the peak period and the
platoon formations remained intact during the peak period.

As an avenue of our future research, we will consider
the equilibrium analysis under incomplete information and
more realistic cost, benefit and travel models. We will also
investigate the subgame perfect equilibrium as a solution
concept of a non-cooperative platoon coordination problem
with stochastic travel times.

APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 1: We show that property (6) holds for
the candidate potential function in (7). Consider two feasible
actions of vehicle i denoted by ŵi = (ŵi

1, . . . , ŵ
i
|P i |) and

w̌
i = (w̌i

1, . . . , w̌
i
|P i |). The action profiles corresponding to ŵi

and w̌
i are denoted by ŵ = (ŵi ,w−i ) and w̌ = (w̌i ,w−i ),

respectively, for an arbitrary w−i . Given τ , the departure
time of vehicle i from node v(i, k) is t̂ i

k under action ŵi

and ť i
k under action w̌

i . Let P i
d be the collection of edges

with uncommon entering times under the actions ŵi and w̌
i ,

i.e., P i
d = {e(i, k) ∈ P i |t̂ i

k �= ť i
k}. Then, �(ŵi ,w−i , τ )
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and �(w̌i ,w−i , τ ) can be written as (17) and (18), shown
at the bottom of the page, respectively, where Ôi and Ǒi

denote the remaining terms in the summations. Note that,
the terms in Ôi (Ǒi ) correspond to the travel times and
edges which are not affected by changing the decision of
vehicle i from ŵi to w̌

i . Thus, we have Ôi = Ǒi . Using this
fact, the difference between �(ŵi ,w−i , τ ) and �(w̌i ,w−i , τ )
can be expressed as (19), shown at the bottom of the page.
Similarly, the difference between the utility of vehicle i under
ŵi and w̌

i can be written as (20), shown at the bottom of the
page. Under ŵi , vehicle i leaves node v(i, k) and enters edge
e(i, k) ∈ P i

d at time t̂ i
k . Since t̂ i

k is different from ť i
k when

e(i, k) ∈ P i
d , vehicle i will not be part of the platoon which

might form at node v(i, k) at time ť i
k . Thus, we have

|C
(

e(i, k), t̂ i
k, ŵ, τ

)
| = |C

(
e(i, k), t̂ i

k, w̌, τ
)

| + 1 (14)

for all k such that e(i, k) ∈ P i
d since only vehicle i changes

its strategy. Similarly, we have

|C
(

e(i, k), ť i
k, w̌, τ

)
| = |C

(
e(i, k), ť i

k, ŵ, τ
)

| + 1 (15)

for all k such that e(i, k) ∈ P i
d . From (8), we have

r (n + 1, e) − r (n, e) = R (n + 1, e) (16)

for all n ∈ Z+. Using (14)-(16), we have

R
(|C (

e(i, k), t̂ i
k, ŵ, τ

)
|, e(i, k)

)
= r

(|C (
e(i, k), t̂ i

k, ŵ, τ
)

|, e(i, k)
)

− r
(|C (

e(i, k), t̂ i
k, w̌, τ

)
|, e(i, k)

)

and

R
(|C (

e(i, k), ť i
k, w̌, τ

)
|, e(i, k)

)
= r(|C

(
e(i, k), ť i

k, w̌, τ
)

|, e(i, k)
)

− r(|C
(

e(i, k), ť i
k, ŵ, τ

)
|, e(i, k)

)
.

It follows that the game is an exact potential game by the
above equations and equation (21), shown at the bottom of
the page. The game thus admits at least one NE [23]. �

Proof of Theorem 2: We show that property (6) holds
for the candidate potential function in (10). Consider two
feasible actions of vehicle i denoted by ŵ = (ŵi ,w−i ) and
w̌ = (w̌i ,w−i ), respectively, for an arbitrary w−i . By the
result in Theorem 1, for a given τ , for all i ∈ N , all ŵ ,w̌ ∈ W ,
we have

�(ŵ, τ ) − �(w̌, τ ) = Ui (ŵ, τ ) − Ui (
w̌, τ

)
.

Furthermore, we have

Ui (ŵ) − Ui (
w̌

) =
∑
τ

Pr(τ = τ )
(

Ui (ŵ, τ ) − Ui (
w̌, τ

))
and

� (ŵ) − �
(
w̌

) =
∑
τ

Pr(τ = τ )
(
� (ŵ, τ ) − �

(
w̌, τ

))
.

It follows that the game is an exact potential game by the three
equations above. It thus admits at least one NE [23]. �
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�(ŵi ,w−i , τ ) = ∑
e(i,k)∈P i

d

[
r
(|C (

e(i, k), t̂ i
k, ŵ, τ

) |, e(i, k)
) + r(|C (

e(i, k), ť i
k, ŵ, τ

) |, e(i, k)
)] − �i (ŵ

i ) + Ôi (17)

�(w̌i ,w−i , τ ) = ∑
e(i,k)∈P i

d

[
r
(|C (

e(i, k), t̂ i
k, w̌, τ

) |, e(i, k)
) + r(|C (

e(i, k), ť i
k, w̌, τ

) |, e(i, k)
)] − �i (w̌

i ) + Ǒi (18)

�(ŵi ,w−i , τ ) − �(w̌i ,w−i , τ ) = −�i (ŵ
i ) + �i (w̌

i )

+
∑

e(i,k)∈P i
d

( [
r
(|C (

e(i, k), t̂ i
k, ŵ, τ

)
|, e(i, k)

) − r
(|C (

e(i, k), t̂ i
k, w̌, τ

)
|, e(i, k)

)]

−
[
r
(|C (

e(i, k), ť i
k, w̌, τ

)
|, e(i, k)

)−r
(|C (

e(i, k), ť i
k, ŵ, τ

)
|, e(i, k)

)])
(19)

Ui (ŵi ,w−i , τ ) − Ui (w̌i ,w−i , τ ) = −�i (ŵ
i ) + �i (w̌

i )

+
∑

e(i,k)∈P i
d

(
R
(|C (

e(i, k), t̂ i
k, ŵ, τ

)
|, e(i, k)

) − R
(|C (

e(i, k), ť i
k, w̌, τ

)
|, e(i, k)

))
(20)

�(ŵi ,w−i , τ ) − �(w̌i ,w−i , τ ) − Ui (ŵi ,w−i , τ ) + Ui (w̌i ,w−i , τ )

=
∑

e(i,k)∈P i
d

( [
r(|C

(
e(i, k), t̂ i

k, ŵ, τ
)

|, e(i, k)
) − r

(|C (
e(i, k), t̂ i

k, w̌, τ
)

|, e(i, k)
) − R

(|C (
e(i, k), t̂ i

k, ŵ, τ
)

|, e(i, k)
)]

+
[
r(|C

(
e(i, k), ť i

k, ŵ, τ
)

|, e(i, k)
) − r(|C

(
e(i, k), ť i

k, w̌, τ
)

|, e(i, k)
) + R

(|C (
e(i, k), ť i

k, w̌, τ
)

|, e(i, k)
)] )

(21)
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